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Abstract
In this paper, we factorize an arbitrary automorphism of the algebra considered by
Peters in [J. Peters, J. Functional Anal. 59 (1984) 498–534] and its weak version and use
it to identify an isomorphism invariant which is the quotient group of the full auto-
morphism group over the maximal ideal fixing automorphisms subgroup. Ó 1999
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. The algebra Bk
We consider the set Bk for k P 1 of k  k matrices of functions of the disc
algebra AD (the disc algebra is the Banach algebra of continuous functions of
the closed unit disc D that are analytic on the open unit disc, see [3] or [4]) with
Fourier expansions depending on the position in the matrix in the following
way. The (i; j)-entry has the form
fij 
X1
n0
ai;jn z
li;jnk; i; j 2 f0; . . . ; k ÿ 1g; 1
where
li; j  iÿ j if i P j;
iÿ j k if i < j;

li; j 2 f0; . . . ; k ÿ 1g and li; j  iÿ j mod k:
www.elsevier.com/locate/laa
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PII: S 0 0 2 4 - 3 7 9 5 ( 9 9 ) 0 0 1 4 7 - 0
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Viewing Bk as a subspace of CT; Mk, with T the unit circle, we equip it with
the induced norm
kfijkÿ1i;j0k  sup
z2T
kfijzkÿ1i;j0k:
With this norm and the usual vector space operations and matrix multiplica-
tion, Bk becomes a Banach algebra.
Notation. Let us denote by eij 
 f the matrix with f in the i; j-coordinate and
zero elsewhere. The elements of Bk can be written as
Pkÿ1
i;j0 eij 
 fij as well as
fijkÿ1i;j0. We define also
Ak;r  f 2 AD : f
(

X
n P 0
anzrkn
)
; 06 r6 k ÿ 1;
and hence Bk 
Pkÿ1
i;j0 eij 
 Ak;li;j. We set also:
Pk;s  ff 2 Ak;s : f polynomialg  f
(

Xm
n0
anzskn : m 2 N; an 2 C
)
;
Qk  fijkÿ1i;j0 2 Bk : fij polynomial 8i; j
n o

Xkÿ1
i;j0
eij 
Pk;li;j:
As the polynomials are dense in AD, the algebra Qk is dense in Bk.
1.1. Ideal theory of Bk
Firstly, let us denote by Ak, the space Ak;0 as defined earlier, then Ak is iso-
metrically isomorphic to AD by the application w where wf   f zk.
Moreover Ak;j  zjAk. Hence we can write Bk as follows:
Bk 
Ak zkÿ1Ak    zAk
zAk Ak    z2Ak
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
zkÿ1Ak zkÿ2Ak    Ak
0BBB@
1CCCA:
Let J be an ideal in Bk, we define for any r; s
Jr;s  f 2 Ak : ers
 
 zlr;sf 2 J	;
and this is an ideal of Ak. Hence we can write J as follows:
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J 
J0;0 zkÿ1J0;1    zJ0;kÿ1
zJ1;0 J1;1    z2J1;kÿ1
..
.    . .. ...
zkÿ1Jkÿ1;0 zkÿ2Jkÿ1;1    Jkÿ1;kÿ1
0BBB@
1CCCA Xkÿ1
i;j0
eij 
 zli;jJij:
We call the ideals Jij the component ideals of J.
Proposition 1. Let Jij i; j  0; 1; . . . ; k ÿ 1 be ideals of Ak. Then the subspace
J Pkÿ1i;j0 eij 
 zli;jJij is an ideal of Bk if and only if 8i; j; r; s 2
f0; 1; . . . ; k ÿ 1g
zli;rlr;jJr;j  zli;jJi;j;
zli;rlr;jJi;r  zli;jJi;j:
Proof. If J is an ideal of Bk, then for all i; j; r from 0 to k ÿ 1, we have
ei;j 
 zli;rlr;jJr;j  ei;j 
 zli;rzlr;jJr;j
 ei;r 
 zli;rer;j 
 zlr;jJr;j  BkJ  J :
Hence the first inclusion is shown and the second is similar. Conversely,
ei;r 
 zli;rAker;j 
 zlr;jJr;j  ei;j 
 zli;rzlr;jAkJr;j
 ei;j 
 zli;rlr;jJr;j  ei;j 
 zli;jJi;j  J :
This implies that J is a left ideal, a similar argument shows that J is moreover a
right ideal and hence the proof is complete. 
Corollary 2. Let J Pkÿ1i;j0 eij 
 zli;jJij be an ideal of Bk. Then for any i; j; r; s;
we have
1. z2kJrs  Jij:
2. Jii  Jir; and Jjj  Jsj.
Proof.
1. For all possible values of i; j and r, we have that li; r  lr; j is equal to
li; j or li; j  k. In the first case, we have that zli;jJr;j 
zli;rlr;jJr;j  zli;jJi;j, hence zkJrj  Jij. In the second case, we have
zli;jkJr;j  zli;rlr;jJr;j  zli;jJi;j, hence zkJrj  Jij. We get similarly
zkJis  Jij, hence z2kJrs  zkzkJrs  zkJis  Jij.
2. Follows from the preceding proposition. 
We go on to study the maximal ideals of Bk.
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We have already noticed that Ak is isometrically isomorphic to AD by
the isomorphism f 7!f zk. Notice also that the maximal ideals of AD are
the kernels of the evaluation functionals on D, thus the maximal ideals of
Ak are
Mk  ff 2 AkD : f k  0g; k 2 D:
Lemma 3. Let J be a maximal ideal of Bk. Then
1. Any proper component ideal of J is maximal in Ak.
2. Any two proper component ideals of J are equal.
Proof.
1. If Ji0;j0 is a proper component ideal of J, then it is included in a maximal ide-
al I0 of Ak. We consider the ideal I of Bk given by I 
Pkÿ1
i;j0 eij 
 zli;jI0, it
satisfies J  J  I 6 Bk, thus J  J  I by maximality, consequently
Ji0;j0  I0:
2. If Ji0;j0 ; Ji1 ;j1 are proper component ideals of J then they are maximal in Ak
by item 1. Hence there exist k and l in D such that Ji0;j0  Mk and Ji1;j1  Ml.
We can suppose l to be dierent than zero. From the item 1 of Corollary 2,
we get that: 8f 2 Ak, f k  0) l2kf l  0) f l  0. Hence
Ji0;j0  Ji1;j1 and consequently they are equal by maximality. 
The above lemma says that we cannot have dierent proper component
ideals in a maximal ideal of Bk.
A maximal ideal of Bk must obviously have a proper component ideal,
moreover all proper component ideals are equal to the same maximal ideal of
Ak.
Definition 1. A maximal ideal of J of Bk is of type k k 2 D if Mk is one of its
component ideals.
Lemma 4. Let J be a maximal ideal of Bk. If one of its component ideals is Ak,
then J is of type 0.
Proof. Let Ji0j0  Ak, and let J be of type k, then there exists a component ideal
Jij such that Jij  Mk. By Corollary 2, we have z2kAk  Mk. Hence the function
z2k belongs to Mk, hence k  0. 
Lemma 5. The maximal ideals of Bk of type 0 are of the form
J i00  ei0i0 
M0 
Xkÿ1
i;j0
i;j6i0 i0
eij 
 zli;jAk; 06 i06 k ÿ 1:
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Proof. J i00 is clearly seen to be a maximal ideal of Bk. Conversely, suppose that
J is a maximal ideal of Bk of type 0, hence Ji1j1  M0 for some i1; j1. Hence by
Corollary 2, Ji1i1  Ji1j1 and Jj1j1  Ji1j1 . Hence Ji1i1 and Jj1j1 are proper and
consequently they are equal to Ji1j1 by item 2 of Lemma 3, and hence to M0.
Hence J  J i10  J j10 and i1  j1. 
Corollary 6. An ideal J of Bk is maximal if and only if it has either of the fol-
lowing forms:
1. J i00  ei0i0 
M0 
Pkÿ1
i;j0
i;j6i0 i0
eij 
 zli;jAk; 06 i06 k ÿ 1:
2. Jk 
Pkÿ1
i;j0 eij 
 zli;jMk; k 2 D:
Proof. If J is of type 0, then it has the first form. If it is of type k 6 0 then all its
component ideals are proper by Lemma 4 therefore J is of the second form.

It follows from this corollary that we can already distinguish between two
Bk’s with dierent k’s and between Bk and Mk 
 AD.
Note. The algebra Bk has been introduced by Peters [6], the same author with
Dealba identified this algebra to a semicrossed product in [2] and gave the form
of its maximal ideals without details.
2. Automorphisms groups
First of all, it is known from complex analysis [1] that a conformal mapping
from D onto itself with a conformal inverse is of the form
sz  eih zÿ a
iÿ az
 
; h 2 R; j a j< 1:
Also sz  eihz only if s0  0. We will denote the set of these mappings by
AutD. Furthermore a homeomorphic mapping from the closed unit disc onto
itself that is biconformal in the interior is also of the above form. Hence the set
of these mappings is isomorphic, as a group, to AutD.
2.1. Automorphisms of Bk
We know from the ideal theory of Bk k P 0 that the maximal ideals of
type 0 are mapped onto themselves through an automorphism. Hence the
existence of a permutation of f0; 1; . . . ; k ÿ 1g according to which these ideals
are mapped to each other. These permutations turn out to be powers of the
shift permutation s defined by
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si  iÿ 1; 16 i6 k ÿ 1;
s0  k ÿ 1:
Conversely, to any power of the shift permutation, there corresponds a
canonical automorphism of Bk whose maximal ideals of type 0 are moved
according to r. To see that it is enough to exhibit the automorphism corre-
sponding to the shift permutation s. We consider the inner automorphism as of
Mn 
 L1T implemented by the following function matrix:
S 
0 1
0 1
. .
. . .
.
0 1
1 0
0BBBB@
1CCCCA; asF   SFS 
X
eij 
 fi1;j1;
with the special allowance that k ÿ 1  1  0. Since zli1;j1  zli;j, Bk is
invariant under as, whence its restriction to Bk is an automorphism which we
call the shift automorphism. Moreover the automorphism that corresponds to
a power of the shift permutation is called a cyclic automorphism.
Theorem 7. Let a be an automorphism ofBk k P 2 and let s be the permutation
according to which the type 0 maximal ideals are moved. Then s is a power of the
shift permutation.
Proof. Suppose that s is not a power of the shift permutation s. We notice first
that the maximal ideal of AD related to the point zero can be expressed as
zAD and consequently the maximal ideal of AkD related to 0 is zkAkD.
Hence a maximal ideal of type 0 J i0 of Bk, as a matrix of subspaces, diers from
Bk just by the ith component of the diagonal which is zkAkD instead of AkD.
Consequently, after computation, we find that the product J r0J
t
0 diers from Bk
by the r; r, the t; t component which is zkAkD and the r; t component
which is as follows:
J r0J t0r;t 
Xkÿ1
i0
i 6r
eri
0@ 
 zlr;iAk  err 
 zkAk
1A Xkÿ1
i0
i 6t
eit
0@ 
 zli;tAk  ett 
 zkAk
1A
 ert 

Xkÿ1
i0
i6r
i 6t
zlr;ili;tAk
0BB@  zlr;tkAk
1CCA:
Hence, if r > t:
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J r0J t0r;t 
zrÿtAk  zlr;tAk; r ÿ t > 1;
zkrÿtAk  zlr;tzkAk; r ÿ t  1:
(
Further if r6 t:
J r0J t0r;t 
zkrÿtAk  zlr;tAk; t ÿ r 6 k ÿ 1;
z2krÿtAk  zlr;tzkAk; t ÿ r  k ÿ 1:
(
A necessary and sucient condition for a permutation r to be a power of the
shift permutation s is
8i; ri 1 ÿ ri  1 if ri 1 > ri;
1ÿ k if ri 1 < ri:

Since we supposed s not to be a power of s, then there exists an integer i in
f0; 1; . . . ; k ÿ 1g such that
si 1 ÿ si 6
1 and si 1 > si;
or
1ÿ k and si 1 < si:
8<:
Since the i 1; i-component of J i10 J i0 is zkzli1;iAk, the codimension of J i10 J i0
in Bk is 3 (we miss one dimension in the i; i-component, one in the
i 1; i 1-component and one in the i 1; i-component). Whereas the
si 1; si-component of J si10 J si0 is zlsi1;siAk by the formulae above,
hence the codimension J si10 J
si
0 in Bk is 2. This contradiction proves the
result. 
Another type of automorphism of Bk is related to the rotation. For AD,
we have the rotation automorphism akf z  f kz, k 2 T. We can generalize
it to Bk as follows:
ak /ijkÿ1i;j0
 
z  /ijkzkÿ1i;j0; k 2 T:
It is the restriction to Bk of the inner automorphism implemented by the fol-
lowing unitary, where we regard Bk as an operator algebra on kH 2T (direct
sum of k copies of H 2T) in the usual way:
Dkh0; h1; . . . ; hkÿ1  hk0; hk1; . . . ; hkkÿ1;
where hki z  hikz and akF   Ad DkF   DkFDk F 2LkH 2. Moreover
ak is surjective on Bk, hence it is an automorphism. It is easy to check that ak
maps a maximal ideal Jl l 6 0 to Jlk.
We want next to factorize an arbitrary automorphism. For this, we notice
first that since the centre of Bk is fI 
 f : f 2 Akg, where I is the identity in
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MkC, which is isomorphic to Ak and hence to AD, an automorphism a re-
stricts to an automorphism on the centre ZBk which is Ak.
Lemma 8. Let a be an automorphism of Bk k P 2 and let ar be its restriction to
the centre ZBk. Then:
1. arM0  M0:
2. If / is the map such that aJk  J/k then arMk  M/k.
3. The maximal ideals are mapped to each other according to a rotation.
Proof.
1. J i0 \ ZBk is isomorphic to M0 for all i, hence, since a maps the maximal
ideals of type 0 onto themselves, ar fixes M0.
2. We have that
arMk  aJk \ ZBk  J/k \ ZBk  M/k:
3. ar fixes M0, hence / fixes the value 0, hence /z  kz; j k j 1, hence the re-
sult follows. 
Proposition 9. Let a be an automorphism of Bk. There exists a cyclic auto-
morphism a1, a rotation automorphism a2, and a maximal ideal fixing auto-
morphism a3 such that
a  a1  a2  a3:
Proof. Let r be the permutation with respect to which the maximal ideals of
type 0 are mapped to each other by a. This permutation is a power of the shift
permutation by Theorem 7, hence r  sn for some n in f0; 1; . . . ; k ÿ 1g. We set
a1  Ad Sn (S as given in Section 2.1). This automorphism moves the com-
ponents of the diagonal according to r. We further set a0  aÿ11  a. Hence a0
fixes the maximal ideals of type 0 or Bk and by the preceding lemma a maximal
ideal Jl is mapped by a0 to Jlk for some k 2 T. To depict the rotation auto-
morphism from a0, we set a2  Ad Dk and a3  aÿ12  a0. We notice that a2 is a
rotation automorphism that moves the maximal ideals related to nonzero
values, in the same way as a0 does. Hence a3 fixes all maximal ideals. Fur-
thermore, it is clear that: a  a1  a2  a3. 
Notation. Let A be an algebra, we denote by MIFA the set of all maximal
ideal-fixing automorphisms of A i.e.,
MIFA  fa 2 AutA : aM  M 8M maximal ideal of Ag:
This is a normal subgroup of AutA. We set also:
GA  AutA=MIFA:
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Theorem 10. For the algebras Bk, we have:
1. GB1 ’ AutD:
2. GBk ’ Zk  T for k P 2:
Proof.
1. B1  AD, let a 2MIFB1, then af   f  s for some s 2 AutD, this
implies that aMk  Msÿ1k  Mk k 2 D thus s is the identity and hence
GB1  AutB1 ’ AutD.
2. It follows from the preceding proposition that the quotient group GBk is
isomorphic to the subgroup consisting of compositions of cyclic auto-
mophisms and the rotation automorphisms. 
Corollary 11. For n 2 N and k P 2, we have:
1. GMn 
B1 ’ AutD:
2. GMn 
Bk ’ Zk  T:
Proof.
1. As B1 is just AD, we consider the following injection from GAD to
GMn 
 AD defined by: a! a
 I MIFMn 
 AD. To show that it
is surjective we take an automorphism b of Mn 
 AD and we find an auto-
morphism a of AD such that b  aÿ1 
 I is maximal ideal fixing. The au-
tomorphism b induces an automorphism br of the centre ZMn 
 AD
which is isomorphic to AD. Hence there is a homeomorphism s of the
closed unit disc onto itself that is biconformal from the open unit disc onto
itself i.e., s is in AutD such that brf   f  s. Hence br sends a maximal
ideal Ml to Msÿ1l. As the maximal ideals of Mn 
 AD are of the form
Jl  Mn 
Ml l 2 D, b sends Jl to Jsÿ1l. Hence if we set a  br then
b  aÿ1 
 I clearly fixes the maximal ideals.
2. Similarly to the first case, we define an injection w from GBk to
GMn 
Bk as follows: waMIFBk  a
 I MIFMn 
Bk. To
show that it is surjective, let b be an automorphism of Mn 
Bk, we regard
this algebra as embedded in MnkAD, hence b restricts to an automorp-
hism br of the centre which can be assimilated to AD. Moreover, because
of the dierent codimensions, the maximal ideals of type 0 are mapped onto
themselves. Hence br rotates the maximal ideals (i.e., sends Ml to Mlk for
some k in T). Furthermore, as J i0 
MnJ j0 
Mn  J i0J j0 
Mn then the
maximal ideals of type 0 are mapped to each other according to the permu-
tation s  sl. We set a  ak  as  Ad Dk  Ad Sl. Hence b  aÿ1 
 I fix-
es the maximal ideals. 
Remark 1. If we denote by rAD 
Mn and rBk 
Mn the direct sum of r
copies of the respective algebras and Sr is the group of permutations of r ele-
ments, we can prove, using the minimal central idempotents, that:
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1. GrAD 
Mn ’ Sr  Aut Dr:
2. For k P 2, GrBk 
Mn ’ Sr  Zrk  Tr:
3. If k1; k2; . . . ; kr are r dierent positive integers:
G a
r
j1
Bkj
 

Mnj

’ Zk1  Zk2      Zkr  Tr:
We notice that these quotient groups do not pick up the dimensions of the
matrix algebras tensored with the Bk’s.
Remark 2. We can define a weak version of Bk which we denote by Wk which
is the algebra of k  k matrices of functions of H1 with Fourier expansions as
for Bk. The algebra H1 is defined equivalently to be either the algebra of es-
sentially bounded functions on the unit circle with Fourier coecients of
negative indices zero or to be the algebra of bounded analytic functions on the
open unit disc (see [4, p. 136]). As for Bk, we set
H1k;r  f 2 H1 : f
(

X
n P 0
anzrkn
)
; 06 r6 k ÿ 1;
and H1k  H1k;0. As H1k is unitarily equivalent to H1, its maximal ideals are the
kernels of evaluation maps of points in the open unit disc or kernels of elements
of the fibres of H1k . With some care with the fibre ideals [4, p. 161], we can show
that the maximal ideals of Wk have the same matricial forms of those of Bk
where a fibre ideal behaves like a nonzero evaluation ideal. Moreover as the
automorphisms groups of AD and H1 (see [4, p. 143]) are the same, we can
prove similar results for the automorphisms groups of Wk and constructs of it.
Remark 3. It is likely, though not evident, that GBk is equal to the outer au-
tomorphisms group, in other words, every maximal ideal fixing automorphism is
inner. The work of Lance [5] and Smith [7] seems to support this conjecture.
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